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Measure Year-over-year Progress & Set Goals
Annual Assessments are a central tenet of any solid security program. Whether you 
are under compliance mandates, validating security for clients and partners, or simply 
measuring ROI on last year’s security spending, you need to know where your gaps are, 
and will benefit from a prioritized list of next steps to close them.

Cerberus risk assessments map to the NIST CSF 
as the most widely accepted, comprehensive 
framework. Compliance-focused assessments 
can be mapped to any framework (or multiple). 
Our deep bench of audit and risk advisory 
experts maintain decades of combined 
experience across numerous frameworks and 
maintain current certifications.

The Cerberus Difference

Our assessments are much more than the typical “check a box” offering, with in-depth 
verification of proper controls and how they have been implemented. For example, 
some assessments will simply verify that you have “a” control in-place. Our experts 
will help you understand whether or not the current control is the best strategy for your 
environment, and whether or not it has been implemented in the best way possible, to 
give you maximum protection.

Risk & Compliance
Assessment Services

Common Standards
 

CMMC, PCI DSS,
HIPAA, HITRUST,  

FedRAMP, NERC CIP,  
GDPR, and more
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• Risk Assessments
• Managed Risk and Compliance
• Compliance Audits
• PCI QSA Services 
• Security Awareness Training

• MDR 
• XDR
• SIEM
• SOCaaS
• Incident Response

• Penetration Testing
• Red Team
• Purple Team
• Secure Code Review
• Vulnerability Assessments

• Secure Operations
• Advanced Firewall Management
• Patch & Vulnerability Management
• Cloud Professional Services

Security Testing Services Compliance & Risk Advisory

Secured Infrastructure Security Operations Center

Beyond the Report
The end result is an assessment that translates easily into action. Our capabilities do 
not stop with the report, however. With teams of remediation specialists on-hand, 
we can help you speed up remediation projects and make significant change in your 
environment year-over-year. 

The Cerberus goal is to get to know your team and operate as an extension of your 
current efforts, helping you speed up the road to cyber resilience.


